
The Number of the Day 
 
I use the Number of the Day almost every day in my classes. Most times I choose the 

number of the day but sometimes I’ll ask the students to choose the number. For the math 

fair, a simple whole number serves the event well; however, in your classroom you can get 

a little more complicated as shown in the picture below. 

It's the Number of the Day with a 

twist. I wanted my students to 

develop a conceptual 

understanding of benchmark 

fractions so I had been asking 

them to make an equation that 

equals a particular fraction OR 

draw a picture that represents 

that fraction.  

This serves several purposes. 

One, it allows students at all 

ability levels to participate in scary 

fractions. It also works well as a 

formative assessment. I can see 

what students know, what 

misconceptions they may have, 

and then take it from there. You'll 

notice, for example, in the photo 

that a student made a very 

common error by writing: 

           8/10 - 7/8 = 1/2  

 When I asked her to draw a 

picture to represent the equation, 

which you can see underneath it 

and to the left, she realized that 

the equation she wrote couldn't 

be true. Aha! 

 

For more ideas on how to use the Number of the Day, access the 2015 summer issue of 

The Math Practitioner and read how Barbara Leonard uses it in her classroom.  

http://www.nwlincs.org/mtlincs/opi/Math/ANN_Newsletter_10-1-15.pdf 

 

http://www.nwlincs.org/mtlincs/opi/Math/ANN_Newsletter_10-1-15.pdf
http://www.nwlincs.org/mtlincs/opi/Math/ANN_Newsletter_10-1-15.pdf

	Appendix 1 Final.pdf
	Internet Scavenger Hunt.pdf
	 Scroll down to: Common Core Instructional Shifts, Emphases and Best Teaching Practices
	 Click on: 2. Use rich, challenging, non-routine problems with students

	 Scroll down to: How can I create my own, more rigorous mathematical tasks?
	 Click on: Turning Traditional Textbook Problems into Open Ended Problems
	 Click on download
	 Save it to your device or send it as an attachment to your email.

	 Now click on: Check out the collection of rich Common Core math problems, tasks and lessons!
	 Click on: Formative Assessment, Student Thinking and Problem-Solving Tasks!
	 Click on: You will find many excellent Common Core math problems here
	 Choose a problem that interests you and that you think you’d like to try with your students
	Which problem did you choose?________________________________________________________
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	Acing Math - Hit.pdf
	How to Play: Deal two cards to each player.  Each player then turns over the two cards they have been given and determines the sum.
	How to Play: Deal two cards to each player.  Each player then turns over the two cards they have been given and determines the product.





